IDAHO COMMUNITY HEALTH EMS (CHEMS)
CHEMS Workgroup Meeting

AGENDA
Wednesday, April 26, 2017
10:00 a.m. – 11:00 a.m. MST

In person: IDHW Offices – 10th Floor Conference Room #A
450 W State Street, Boise ID, 83702
Call in: 1-877-820-7831  Participant Code: 773079

10:00 – 10:05  Introductions
10:05 – 10:10  Review and Approve Minutes
Bruce Cheeseman
10:10-10:15  CWI BLS/ILS
-Update
Bruce Cheeseman
10:15-10:20  ISU CP Certificate Program
-3rd Cohort Update
Bruce Cheeseman
10:20-10:25  Data Collection and Reporting/Webinar
-Update
Xenya Poole and Marta Tanikuni
10:25-10:30  Project Charter
-Summary of Revisions
Marta Tanikuni
10:30-10:40  CHEMS Tiered Payment
-Update
Mary Sheridan
10:40-10:45  Developing Regional Mentorship
Mary Sheridan
10:45-10:50  BSU/CHEMS Pilot Study
-Update
Michelle Arnett
10:50-11:00  Next Steps/Updates

Adjourn